Spring Lace Fingerless Gloves
Light and lacey fingerless gloves, perfect for year round wear.
Dress up jeans and a top with these simple gloves or add an
elegant touch to formal or special event attire.
Level: 3 (Intermediate)
Day Dreams 2013

Materials:

V Stitch: Work Dc, ch 1, Dc



Size E Crochet Hook

Dc—Dbl Cro



Small ball of #10 Crochet Thread

Sc—Sgl Cro



Tapestry Needle (weave in ends)

Ch—Chain

Gauge: None necessary. Lacing is loose as is comfortable to fit. This is a very personalized pattern and not
suitable for resale.

St—Stitch
Sk—Skip

Begin: Ch 37. (or enough even chains + 2 to wrap around widest part of hand comfortably) Join ends with slip stitch.
1. Ch 1, in next Ch sp from hook, * Sc around in ea Ch sp. Slip stitch to 1st Sc. Ch 1.* Repeat between * around for a second row.
2. Ch 4, Dc in next Ch sp (counts as V St), * Sk 1 Ch sp, Sc in next Ch sp, Skip 1 Ch sp, V Stitch in next Ch sp, repeat between * around.
3. Ch 4, 4 Dc in next Ch sp (counts 1st Cluster), * Sk 1 Ch sp, 5 Dc in next Ch sp, Sk Ch sp, Sc in next, * repeat between * around.
4. Ch 4, Dc in next Ch sp (counts as V St), * Ch 2, Sk 2 Ch sp, Sc in next Ch sp, Ch 2, Sk 2 Ch sp, V St, * repeat between * around.
5. Repeat 3 and 4, approx 4 more rows each, ending with #4 at bottom of thumb. If you increase or decrease rows, you must end with #4.
6. Thumb: Keeping thread attached and loop on hook, chain 8. Slip stitch to 2nd V St in prior row (or count from beginning of chain 8 Ch sp).
Continue with #3 around to 8 chain. Sc in each of 8 Ch sp, continue with pattern around indicated in #3.
7. Repeat #4, working pattern as written before thumb.
8. Repeat #3 and #4 until approximately at top of knuckles, this time ending with #3.
9. Finishing Options: Ch 3, * Sc in top of 3rd Ch sp of Dc clusters, Ch 2, * repeat from * around. Tie off, weave in loose ends.

Crochet chart on next page.
Thank You for purchasing this pattern! If you find errors or have questions, please email
sher@daydreemz.net. All attempts have been made to assure accuracy of this pattern, though
mistakes do happen. In the event the pattern needs a correction, I will send the new version to
you (no charge). Please be mindful that you paid for this pattern. While I understand wanting to
be giving and share with your family and friends, I ask that you do not resell my pattern. You may
use it to make gloves for sale or as gifts, giving credit to Day Dreams for the pattern.
Enjoy your lovely Spring Lace Fingerless Gloves!
Sher, Owner of Day Dreams

Spring Lace Fingerless Gloves
Light and lacey fingerless gloves, perfect for year round wear.
Dress up jeans and a top with these simple gloves or add an
elegant touch to formal or special event attire.
Level: 3 (Intermediate)

Day Dreams 2013

Materials:

Key



Size E Crochet Hook

Slip stitch



Small ball of #10 Crochet Thread

Single Crochet



Tapestry Needle (weave in ends)

DC Cluster

Gauge: None necessary. Lacing is loose as is comfortable to fit. This is a very personalized pattern and not
suitable for resale.

Chain

X

V Stitch

DC

The chart below is a not indicative of the entire pattern. This is only to give a clear picture of
the repeating pattern for this glove.
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